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Introduction
Born in Tawau, Sabah, Malaysian artist Chok Yue Zan grew up with 
his grandparents in a forested environment surrounded by lush 
greenery and breathtaking scenery. It was his haven—a place of 
unbridled joy that he now considers his lost paradise. Following the 
passing of his grandparents, Zan’s family was broken, and the 
paradise that he held dear to his heart started to disappear. 
  
Zan has been interested in the representation of his hometown, 
particularly forests and oceans, since the beginning of his artistic 
career. His life experiences at the time are reflected in each scene 
from the many stages of his life, as does his connection to his 
memories. When remembered at different points in time, the same 
setting might convey very diverse meanings. Is it true that when 
people go through a variety of experiences, the values and 
priorities that they had established in the past begin to shift 
gradually? This change is becoming increasingly unclear and 
foreign to him. 

The word "throughout" is a statement of personal memories from the 
past and present. He hopes that the exhibition encapsulates his 
childhood journey and provides closure to this period of his life. It is a 
trip that is full of both joy and grief. It also serves as a reminder for 
him of both life and death. In his preliminary ideas, he focused on the 
transformations and issues that are plaguing modern society. In his 
subconscious realm, these recollections are crystal clear, but in his 
conscious mind, they have become increasingly hazy with time. He 
wants to show how this contradictory feeling makes him feel in a 
painterly way through this series of paintings. 

Zan decided to hold the exhibition in "Room 2"of the gallery. It would 
appear that the visitors are in an enclosed space. It is almost as if the 

viewer is walking into his exhibition and immersing themselves in his 
narrative from the inside out. The exhibition site does not appear to have 
any openings for ventilation, as there are no windows. During his time in 
the studio, the Movement Control Order (MCO) from the Malaysian 
government made him feel like he couldn't move as freely as he wanted 
to. This made these memories slowly come back to him. 

In addition, he ruminated on the myriad calamities brought on by the 
pandemic and the current state of affairs in the world. He contemplates 
the past as well as the memories that have yet to come. This feeling is 
brought on by the similarities and differences between how life and 
death were experienced in the past and how they are experienced today. 
What does it mean to him to watch the passage of different people and 
things in the environment that he lives in? Aside from the unfavourable 
effects of the pandemic, it allows him to take things more slowly and 
filter out everything that is going on around him. Consequently, he thinks 
about the problem and, possibly, the solution in his ever-fading 
memories. 
  
Memories have always been the driving force behind the way he 
approaches his artistic pursuits. For Zan, a family unit represents the 
symbol of the fragility that can be found in human relationships. It 
appears to be intrinsically tied to life and death at this point in time. The 
exhibition is less about a character in his works and more of a reflection 
on one’s life journey. His way of thinking is also affected by the different 
situations he is exposed to. The fact that the paintings does not resemble 
real life is a sign of how close he is to his environment. 
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"Memories are like a river, deep and shallow, long and short. All memories 
have their own unique scenery in this journey of life. At each turning point, 

there is a story. From the hill, the river flows without stopping, 
making its own unique environment at each stop, showing the view 

of this journey, until it reaches the sea with its pieces.”

Chok Yue Zan 











ARTWORKS



In The Beginning  
2022 

Acrylic and oil on canvas  
H100 x W100 cm  

Unique
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Between Me and You   
2022 
Acrylic and oil on canvas  
H120 x W110 cm   
Unique
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Echoes Of Memories  
2022 

Acrylic and oil on canvas  
H120 x W110 cm   

Unique
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You're Leading Me To The Right Way   
2022 
Acrylic and oil on canvas  
H120 x W110 cm   
Unique
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An Evening Walk In Mind    
2022 

Acrylic and oil on canvas  
H120 x W110 cm   

Unique
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In The Moment     
2022 
Acrylic and oil on canvas  
H120 x W165 cm   
Unique
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After Raining Day     
2022 

Acrylic and oil on canvas  
H120 x W165 cm   

Unique
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The Sunset Is Charming,  
But It Is Near Twilight      
2022 
Acrylic and oil on canvas  
H120 x W200 cm   
Unique
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BEHIND 
THE 

SCENES



“Just as the exhibition expresses 'Throughout', I will present the art making process 
from beginning to end. Viewers will first see the final outcome of the work, then at the 
back of the exhibition hall, see the ideas and sketches of all the works from the 
beginning. 

These ideas and sketches consists of 12 oil paintings with colour use and studies, as well 
as 4 compositional arrangements and thoughts. For colour composition, most of the 
works utilises the complementary colours method. Complementary colours are two 
colours that are located on opposite sides of the colour wheel. It can make the colours 
appear brighter, or mixed to form a neutral tone, and they can also be mixed to form 
shades. Due to a natural illusion, simultaneous contrast occurs when you place two 
complementary colours next to one another. The presentation of the two colours will 
then appear more eye-catching to the viewer. This use of colour ultimately achieves a 
sense of strangeness, and this strangeness is exactly what I want to express.” 

Chok Yue Zan 
Artist
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Left: 
Sketch #001      
2022 
Oil on canvas  
H35 x W25 cm   
Unique

Right:  
Sketch #002      
2022 
Oil on canvas  
H35 x W25 cm   
Unique
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Left: 
Sketch #003      
2022 
Oil on canvas  
H35 x W25 cm   
Unique

Right:  
Sketch #004      
2022 
Oil on canvas  
H35 x W25 cm   
Unique
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Left: 
Sketch #005     
2022 
Oil on canvas  
H35 x W25 cm   
Unique

Right:  
Sketch #006      
2022 
Oil on canvas  
H35 x W25 cm   
Unique
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Left: 
Sketch #007     
2022 
Oil on canvas  
H35 x W25 cm   
Unique

Right:  
Sketch #008     
2022 
Oil on canvas  
H35 x W25 cm   
Unique
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Left: 
Sketch #009      
2022 
Oil on canvas  
H35 x W25 cm   
Unique

Right:  
Sketch #0010     
2022 
Oil on canvas  
H35 x W25 cm   
Unique
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Left: 
Sketch #011      
2022 
Oil on canvas  
H35 x W25 cm   
Unique

Right:  
Sketch #012     
2022 
Oil on canvas  
H35 x W25 cm   
Unique
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Sketch #013 
2022 
Graphite, acrylic and photo paper on Canson 
paper  
H32xW41cm (artwork) 
H38xW48cm (frame)   
Unique
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Sketch #014 
2022 
Graphite, acrylic and photo paper on Canson 
paper  
H32xW41cm (artwork) 
H38xW48cm (frame)   
Unique
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Sketch #015 
2022 
Graphite, acrylic and photo paper on Canson 
paper  
H32xW41cm (artwork) 
H38xW48cm (frame)   
Unique
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Sketch #016 
2022 
Graphite, acrylic and photo paper on Canson 
paper  
H32xW41cm (artwork) 
H38xW48cm (frame)   
Unique
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Chok Yue Zan
b. 1994, Tawau, Sabah

Winner of the prestigious 2017 UOB Painting of the year (Malaysia) Competition, 
young Kuala Lumpur based artist Chok Yue Zan is an emerging force in the 
contemporary art world. Born in Tawau, Sabah, Zan grew up with his grandparents, 
in a forested environment surrounded by lush greenery and breathtaking 
sceneries. It was his sanctuary, a space of unbridled happiness which he considers 
his lost paradise. His art is inspired heavily by the nostalgia of said paradise and 
the singular theme of past, present, and future. Zan believes that one’s memories 
of the past can have a very tangible effect on one’s future. 

In his craft, Zan explores various media in a contemplative and conceptual 
approach. He constantly questions the origins and functions of different 
materials, and is a proponent of mixing and combining different materials and art 
techniques to form a unique visual language. His modus operandi of 
consummately balancing creativity, emotions and technicality makes him one of 
the most all-rounded and exciting young artists in our region today.
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Chok Yue Zan CV

Education 

2015 
Diploma in Fine Arts, Dasein Academy of Art, 
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia 


Solo Exhibitions 

2022   
Throughout, Art Porters Gallery, Singapore 

2018   
Retrospect of Paradiso, Art Porters Gallery, 
Singapore

Selected Group Exhibitions 

2021 
ASYAAF, Hongik Museum of Art, Seoul, Korea 

2019 
Art Expo Malaysia, MATRADE Exhibition and 
Convention Centre, Kuala Lumpur  
Silent Imagination, G13 Gallery, Kuala Lumpur  
Art Jakarta, Indonesia  
Art Moment, Jakarta, Indonesia  

2018   
Maison Shanghai 2018, China 
Mind Paradiso, Fukuoka Asian Art Museum, 
Japan 
Art Beijing 2018, China 
Art Stage Singapore (UOB Art Space), 
Singapore 
The Young Contempo Showcase, Galeri 
Prima, Kuala Lumpur 

2017 
Longing Memories (Trio), HOM Art Trans, 
Kuala Lumpur 
Matter of [f]act, China House, Penang 
Longing Memories (Trio), HOM Art Trans, 
Kuala Lumpur 

We Know We Care, Jeth Art Gallery, Kuala 
Lumpur 
XS, Titikmerah Publika, Kuala Lumpur 
Mosaic, China House, Penang 

2016 
Art With a Heart, Image of Life, National Art 
Gallery, Kuala Lumpur 
Art Expo Plus 2016, MATRADE Exhibition and 
Convention Centre, Kuala Lumpur 
Eight Gourmets Gala (EGG), Lot. 49, Bandar 
Sunway, Kuala Lumpur 
Youngsters, HOM Art Trans, Kuala Lumpur 
n.e.XXX.t 2016, Xin Art Space, Kuala Lumpur 
Young & New Vl, HOM Art Trans, Kuala Lumpur 

2015 
aveNew, Artemis Art, Publika, Kuala Lumpur 
FMYAC (France Malaysia Young Artist Award), 
National Art Gallery Malaysia

Awards 

2017 
Winner, United Overseas Bank (UOB) Painting of 
the Year Award, Malaysia 

2015  
Finalist of FMYAC (France Malaysia Young Artist 
Award Competition), Malaysia 

2014  
3rd Prize in Printmaking Category, Tanjong 
Heritage National Art Competition, Malaysia
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Residency 

2018 
Fukuoka Asian Art Museum, Japan

Public Collection 

Fukuoka Asian Art Museum, Japan 
United Overseas Bank, Singapore
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Chok Yue Zan CV





GALLERY INFO 

Art Porters Gallery, 64 Spottiswoode Park Road, Singapore 088652 
+65 6909 0468 
Daily from 10.30am to 7.00pm (Monday by appointment) 

Guillaume Levy-Lambert  guillaume@artporters.com   +65 9815 1780 

Sean Soh     sean@artporters.com    +65 9105 9335 

Melvin Sim     happiness@artporters.com        +65 9144 7468 

Pearlyn Ng     artologist@artporters.com   +65 8757 7468 

www.artporters.com 
www.facebook.com/artporters 
www.instagram.com/artporters
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